Meaning(s), Synonyms, Related Words, Analogy

Antonym(s)

1.

1.

Word
inexorable

2.

adj. [that cannot be me influenced by persuasion or
entreaty] implacable; inflexible; obdurate; relentless;
unappeasable; unrelenting; unyielding
adj. [that cannot be altered or diverted from a course]
adamantine; intransigent. Ex. (inexorable fate)

relenting

Analogy: inexorable : dissuasion :: indomitable : conquest
infernal

adj. [pertaining to hell, expressive of extreme evil or cruelty]
hellish; devilish; fiendish; demonic; diabolic; satanic

supernal; divine; ethereal

infinitesimal

adj. [too small to be measured; infinitely small] microscopic;
minute; minuscule

prodigious; immense

ingenuous ®

1.
2.

1.
2.

disingenuous
cunning; sly; affected

1.

extrinsic; superficial;
incidental

adj. [frank and open] candid; straightforward
adj. [simple and natural, lacking sophistication] artless;
naïve; unsophisticated

Analogy:
ingenuous : fabricate :: placid : discompose
disingenuous : deceive :: pernicious : injure
inherent ®

1.
2.

innocuous ®

adj. [existing as an essential characteristic] intrinsic; inbuilt;
integral; elemental
adj. [present at birth] innate; inborn; congenital

adj. [unlikely to harm or injure; unlikely to be controversial or
offensive] harmless; inoffensive; bland

injurious; noxious

Analogy: placebo : innocuous :: venom : toxic
inordinate

adj. [beyond normal limits] immoderate; excessive; unrestrained;
undue
Related Words:
exorbitant: adj. going beyond what is reasonable, just or usual;
extravagant; excessive

inquisitive

1.
2.

v. [asking questions to seek information] curious;
questioning; quizzical; speculative; investigative. n.
inquisitor
v. [asking more questions than is necessary or proper]
prying; intrusive; meddlesome

1.

indifferent; aloof;
unconcerned

1.

piquant; savory;
flavorful
exciting; fascinating

Related Words:
Inquisitor: n. an official whose work is examining, or making an
inquisition; investigator; interrogator
insensible ®

1.
2.

insinuate ®

1.
2.

adj.[indifferent to or unaware of] impassive; unaffected;
apathetic
adj. [unconscious or incapable of physical sensation]
unaware; numb
v. [to make an indirect hint] imply; intimate; suggest
v. [to introduce or insert oneself in a subtle manner] infuse;
instill; ingratiate

Related Words:
implication: n. something implied, from which an inference may
be drawn; inkling; insinuation; innuendo
insipid ®

1.
2.

adj. [lacking in taste or flavor] bland; flat; vapid; savorless;
flavorless
adj. [not interesting or exciting] dull; vapid; banal; lifeless

2.

